
 60M 
 

 History provided: Evaluate for wrist mass 
 

 H&P: Works with hand tools. Works out 
avidly. 

































































































































































 Communication between the ulnar and radial bursae at 
the level of the carpal tunnel is common, occurring in 
50%-100% of persons 
 

 Any tenosynovial process-infectious, inflammatory, 
neoplastic-of the FPL or FD5 tendon sheaths, given 
typical anatomy, will have the potential to spread from 
one tendon sheath into the other tendon sheath via the 
palmar bursae 

 



http://www.med.umich.edu/lrc/coursepages/m1/anatomy2010/html/images/synovial_palmar.jpg 









 Rice bodies are small fibrinous bodies that develop 
in the setting of chronic synovial inflammation  
 
 DX:  

▪ Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
▪ Fungal infection 
▪ Rheumatoid arthritis 
▪ Psoriasis 
▪ Sarcoidosis 

 
 Numerous chronic inflammatory conditions have been 

associated with rice body formation and can produce a 
similar appearance 

 



 Atypical mycobacterial infections involving the 
musculoskeletal system are most frequently 
present within the wrist and hand.  
 

 Association may be related to the increased risk 
for infectious inoculation via penetrating injuries 
and the abundance of synovium in the hand 
 

 Mycobacterium marinum is a common causative 
species 
 history of exposure to contaminated water 



 Infection 
 Fluid sampling is typically necessary to confirm the diagnosis and isolate 

a particular organism.  
 

 Prompt initiation of appropriate antimicrobial therapy is an important 
component of treatment, as failure to treat infectious tenosynovitis and 
septic bursitis in a rapid manner may result in tendon or tendon sheath 
necrosis, osteomyelitis, or septic arthritis, among other potential 
complications 
 

 Inflammatory arthropathies are treated with pharmacologic 
regimens tailored to the specific disease process  
 

 Tumors are typically treated with surgical resection, and tumor-like 
synovial processes are commonly treated with synovectomy.  
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